of the past few years. With the lapses of activity in new construction, engineers have had no easy time and the term "unemployed engineer" has already become a byword.

An important factor is the strengthening of the science course, especially physics, which has occurred since 1928. Engineering students interested in science would not otherwise have been here.

One cannot predict how long this trend will continue. Perhaps the School of Science will become some day the largest and most important part of the Institute. At any rate it is true that the layman loses the notion that every Technology graduate is either a bridge builder or a boiler designer.

POSTERS

TECHNIQUE has placed upon the bulletin boards posters measuring 161/2"x22", in violation of the law of the Waller Memorial Committee which requires that they measure 11"x17". Since other activities have conformed, we think this may be sub- fair for Technique to take advantage of this? The little bulletin board space provided is scarcely adequate for such posters, and observation will prove. In justice to those organizations that have complied with this regulation it seems logical that the above-mentioned Technique posters should be removed at once.
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VOLUME LIV of THE TECH is pleased to announce that the annual election of the staff will be immediately after the symposium on war conducted by the Institute Tuesday, March 20! The hurried and unannounced substitution of Mr. Alfred Baker Lewis as the Socialist speaker has left the Liberal Club in a poor light. It is said on the campus that the announcement of your name in connection with the symposium was purely a publicity move to announce the Socialist Party has no connection with the symposium.

In answer to (1), I cannot concoct a very large portion of the poster public merely by sitting on Saturday evening to put the information before certain unfortunate aspects of our political system. My dear Mr. Thomas:
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